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DROWNING ON DRY LAND
(Performed 20-23 February 2019)
One of Sir Alan Ayckbourn's more recent and
lesser-known titles was our first production of 2019.
Directed by Keith Hartley, Drowning on Dry Land
examined the current obsession with celebrity for its
own sake and chillingly but hilariously demonstrated
how celebrities can be destroyed as quickly as they
are made.
Set in a garden dominated by a Victorian Folly with
a distinct touch of Hitchcock about it - who could be
surprised if a flock of birds started flying in from the
dark interior?
The central character, Charles Conrad, was played
by Adam Alexander and his agent Jason Ratcliffe
by Chris Lang. Louise Gaul was an attractive Linzi
who had given up her successful TV career for the
sake of husband Charlie, and Alex Parker was
striking as the ill-fated TV interviewer, Gale
Gilchrist. There was a particularly strong
performance from newcomer Shereen Sands as
children's entertainer Marcia. Mark Campbell gave
a fine account as the high-powered lawyer Hugo.
Mark Foulds completed the cast as a somewhat out
of his depth lawyer Simeon Diggs.
The outstanding set was built and decorated using
real ivy by Rob Hames.

Each June, The Alexander Players hold their Annual General
Meeting. This year we will meet in a very positive mood. Our
membership is at its highest ever level with a list of over 60
members and associate members. In the last couple of years,
we have welcomed a large number of new members who have
bought much talent, enthusiasm and energy to the group.
Last year we had two Productions which sold out to capacity
audiences Agatha Christie proved to still be a good crowd
puller and Oh What a Lovely War broke all previous attendance
records as well as being one of our most ambitious productions
ever.
We have received a lot of positive feedback from audience
members and at the end of the day, it is you, our audience who
are the most important people. So thank you for your support!

